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01.   PURPOSE 

Blockchain Education has introduced a new auto trading system. Our main purpose is to provide our 

members a unique, advanced, Trustworthy and an accurate auto trading system to earn more money 

from crypto currency. The New advanced auto trading system will gives an unmatched experience to our 

members and help our valued members to earn money even while they are at sleep. All you need to do 

is configure your trading, wait and get the results. The system will grab all the good opportunities and 

trade for you. 

All our signals are made by top qualified, highly successful, experienced technical crypto analysts along 

with our proprietary algorithmic systems developed by our tech team. The system will analyze the 

market 24/7 and will grab the most accurate opportunities and post to our auto trading system. We 

have a proven track record over a period of more than 2 years in the industry and our success rate is 

more than 90%. 
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02.  MAIN PAGE 

The main page will give you all the signal types and from this page you can go to each and every signals 

page and select the coins that you need to trade and set up your trading as you preferred. BCE has 

included various signals categories in order to maintain an easy and advanced system at the same time. 

 

03.  TYPE OF SIGNALS 

HOT SIGNALS  -  The "Hot" signals are fully automated and are normally ready for a manual entry, 

immediately upon release. 

SHORT TERM SIGNALS  -  The "scalping" or short term signals will normally need some TA done with 

them to usually find a lower buy zone, based on former support levels and with scalping calls, the trader 

is normally going for about 1 to 2 percent and for up to 4 days. 

MEDIUM LONG-TERM SIGNALS  -  The medium long term signals require some TA done and these 

signals are for the longer run. These signals are valid up to 14 to 20 days. 

THE OFFICIAL CALLS  -  The "official" calls which are made by the analyst team. 

MAGIC 30 AND WARREN BUFFETT 100  -  The Signals that are made hourly depending on the market. 
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TRADE LONG90 SCALPING - We have also included a Long Scalping pairs section which includes all the 

trading pairs and you could trade BTC or USDT, coin pairs. The Long 90 is based on our mythology and is 

a filter of Short-term signals. 

 

TRADE LONG90 HOT SIGNALS -  We have also included a Long Hot pairs section which includes all the 

trading pairs and also you could trade BTC or USDT, coin pairs. The Long 90 is based on our mythology 

and is a filter of Hot signals. 

 

TOP TEN USDT PAIRS  -  The top ten USDT pairs which are mostly trade in the market. We have filtered 

the top ten coins in order for you to get into the good entries with ease. 
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TRADE MAIN PAIRS  -  We have also included a main pairs section which includes BTC, USDT, ETH and 

BNB coin pairs. 

 

04.  HOW TO SET UP YOUR AUTO TRADING SYSTEM  

In order to activate the auto trading system, you need to activate your 2FA for Blockchain Education.  

Go to the dashboard> My Accounts> Two factor authentication and set up. We have included a 

document that you can refer if you need instructions. You can also download the pdf file from here. 

https://blockchaineducation.com.au/downloads/ 

https://blockchaineducation.com.au/downloads/
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Secondly you need to set up your Binance API key. Under “My Account” in main menu, then select 

“Binance exchange API key”. 

A. Please enter your correct API keys under this text boxes. 

B. After entering the correct API key & secret key, you can see it in here. (1st and last 3 letters). If keys 

are wrong, please re-enter it and click on update button. 

 

Now you can start to configure your trading system.  

To set up your auto trading, you need to go to each signals type and add the relevant details. 

Go to the Auto trading main page and select the signals type and you can see that there are two 

buttons. 

RESULTS  –  it will take you to the daily signals page for each signals type. 

SETTINGS  –  where you can set up your auto trading. 

  

A B 
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▪ Click the settings button and it will take you to the set-up page. 

 

▪ To activate click yes and to deactivate click no. 

          

▪ If you click yes, then you will be getting a set up page. 

      

ALOCATE BUDGET  –  How much of US dollars, you wish to alocate for the particular signals 

PER SIGNAL  –  The amount you wish to assign for each call  - USD 

SELL METHODS  –  There are two ways of you can sell your coins. 

▪ Take profits 

▪ Trailling Profits 
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TAKE PROFITS  –  For take profits there are two option where you can customize your sell. 

▪ SELL FULL AMOUNT  –  sell your assigned full amount for the call or signal. Click the blue bar 

“sell all open orders” on the top right to sell all your open orders with one click. 

 

▪ SPLIT SELL  –  From this option you can split your gains and sell. 

 

 
If you select spilt sell then you will be getting a screen like above. 

From this point you can set up and select what percentage of volume to sell at which percentage. 

However, the final total should be 100%. You can spilt 50/50 or 25% per sector or add your prefered 

amount. 
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TRAILING PROFITS  -  The Trailing Take Profit or TTP, in short, is a feature that designed to help you 

catch the rise. You set your Take Profit target on which trailing will activate and try to increase your 

profits as much as possible. The drawback that you can lose a part of the gain if the price does a reversal 

and go down just after trailing activation. 

 

You can have the trailing feature enabled with the trigger and deviation percentage of your choice. 

What will the system do with these settings? When the price reaches your set trigger percentage it will 

activate the trailing. From this point, it will follow the price until it starts dropping. When the price goes 

down the system will sell coins when the price drops from the latest high more than deviation 

percentage. 

Ex – If the trigger value set as 3% then the trailing will start when the coin hits 3% and more. If you set 

the deviation to 2%, then once the coin is goes down the system will identify the movement and will sell 

coins when the 2% limit reached. 

 

 
Once the trailing sell done your records shows like this. 
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STOP LOSS  -  Stop Loss is a trading bid which is placed to Sell or Buy a particular trade only when a price 

reaches a specified level. You can understand more clearly by the given below image. 

 

 

Stop loss can be put in the situation when you are uncertain about the market and need to sell your 

coins at the price if the coin dumps or you need to buy if the coin sudden pumps. 

Let’s imagine that you bought “xyz” coin at 700 satoshi. Now the price went up and surge to 1200 

Satoshi. Now you have 2 choices, either you sell it now and take profit or you wait until it goes higher, so 

you can take max profit. But how can you secure your profit at the current stage? This is where a Stop 

Loss is used, you can set Stop limit of “1000 Stop” this means only active your sell order once the price 

drops to 1000 satoshi. 

ADVANTAGE OF USING STOP LOSS 

 

▪ Can be used to protect the loss. 

▪ You can raise stop-loss every time the price goes up to book more and more profit. 

▪ Helps monitor multiple deals 

▪ Allows you to decide what amount you are willing to risk 
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BCE HAS INCLUDED DIFFERENT COLOR BUTTONS  for you to identify when to sell and each color has 

its own assigned purpose. 

BLUE –  MARKET SELL ALL –  If you click the blue button, it will instantly sell at market. 

 

RED –  “SELL NOW”  - you can sell your order either on a break even or at a loss 

 

 

 

 

GREEN - YOU CAN SELL YOUR ORDER AT A PROFIT 

 

 

This is what you get after clicking purple sell now button 

 

YELLOW –  CANCEL ORDER 

 

 

This is what you get after clicking cancel order button 

 

  

If you cancel an existing order, you can manually sell or set up new market, percentage, limit sell order. The screen shots are 

given below. 
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05.  TRADE HISTORY –  ACTIVE AND PREVIOUS TRADES 

The trade history page will give you all the transaction records of your active trades  

and previous trades.  

 You can simply click the Trade history button to get to the page. 

SIGNAL TYPES  

 

The below picture illustrates the active signals by you. 

SIGNAL SETTINGS  
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TRADE HISTORY PAGE 

 

THE RESULTS IN THE HISTORY PAGE  

LIMIT SELL 

  

 

TRAILING 

  

 

STOPLOSS 

  

 

MANUAL SELL 

  

 

BCE WILL ONLY MONITOR AND MANAGE TRADES ONLY UP TO 30 DAYS  
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06.  SIGNALS RESULTS  

 

Thank You 


